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US Futures-World Markets: So much for that market breather. S&P futures trade higher again. Inflationary
data is out at 8:30 am ET. The expectation is for subdued growth, but some investors remained concerned
about inflationary pressure based on the massive stimulus proposal (plenty of charts below). Fed Chair
Powell speaks at 2 pm. Fed Funds Futures (a good predictor of inflation) say the FOMC still won’t raise rates
until 2022. This indicator isn’t always correct, but a 10-year yield at 1.5-1.8 doesn’t seem that scary. As an
old co-worker at Knight Trading from the late ’90s used to say, “the Lord hates a coward.” The same guy got
a massage twice a week on the trading desk during working hours, so take it for what it’s worth. Under Amour
is up pre-market after good numbers. Its stock has been a beast since the March lows. Akamai is -7% premarket after beating estimates, but the stock was +12% YTD going into the print. MGM reports after the bell
today. Other pre-market movers: Twitter is +7%. Lyft +12%. Coke +2%. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +12.77,
10-Yr Yield: 1.17%.
CORE Headlines:
 All 50 Democrats and 6 Republicans voted that the impeachment trial against former President Trump
is constitutional making conviction unlikely because it requires 67 Senators to vote guilty.-NYT (But it
makes for good theatre)
 President Biden agrees with members of his party that income threshold for $1400 stimulus checks
should be $75,000/year.-Reuters
 NYSE (ICE) President Stacey Cunningham says exchange may leave New York if a tax on stock sales is
passed.-WSJ (Money goes where it is treated well. Cuomo and DeBlasio think we’re still trading stocks
under the Buttonwood tree.)
 President Biden spoke with execs from JP Morgan (JPM) and Walmart (WMT) to discuss stimulus
package.-FT
 Coca-Cola reported a 5% fall in fourth-quarter revenue, as fresh pandemic curbs closed the doors of
the soda maker's biggest sales drivers, such as restaurants, cinemas and sporting events, in many
parts of the world.-Reuters (Stock was -9% YTD going into earnings.)
 Pfizer said it could deliver its COVID-19 vaccine, which requires ultra-cold temperatures for storage
and distribution, directly to points of vaccination in South Africa.-Reuters (But Big Pharma is the
enemy?)
 Salesforce plans for most of its employees to work remotely part or full-time after the pandemic and
reduce its real estate footprint.-WSJ
 Huawei filed a lawsuit in the US disputing its designation as a national security threat by the FCC.-WSJ
 Lyft posted a narrower annual loss even as the pandemic hammered the firm’s business.-WSJ
 Hong Kong’s highest court denied bail to pro-democracy publisher Jimmy Lai.-WSJ (Will he ever get
out? We should welcome any Hong Kongers that want to flee communism.)
Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Verge: Wall-mounted Amazon Alexa ‘command center’ in your home http://bit.ly/3tMacza
(sounds creepy to me, but probably makes sense for older people)
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CNBC: 60% of nursing home staff declined Covid vaccines http://cnb.cx/3jD4Guk (This is a serious
issue near-term.)
LA Times: Cool article on Bruce Arians the day after the Super Bowl http://lat.ms/3a9aZCN
Eat This: Easiest ways to lower your cholesterol http://bit.ly/3rDzsFT

All charts from The Daily Shot:
The unprecedented demand for call options from retail investors has created a hedging opportunity. It
entails buying put options (downside protection) financed by selling expensive call options (giving up
some upside). (Think Knish from Rounders. Great scene https://bit.ly/3q6GClK Turturro in the
bathrobe like it’s completely normal.)

Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus
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Zero cash yields continue to provide support for the stock market.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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Global earnings revisions hit a record high. (We have talked at length about analysts having to raise
their estimates.)

Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus

Healthcare and technology stood out in terms of generating high free-cash-flow yields and return on
equity. (Sounds like the private equity playbook.)

Source: BlackRock
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SPAC activity has been unprecedented. (It might be a bubble in SPAC’s, but this isn’t necessarily a
bad thing. Real companies will rise to the top.)

Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus

The NFIB Small Business Optimism Index deteriorated further last month. (Tough to be optimistic when DeBlasio and Jim
Kenney will only allow outdoor dining in 10-degree weather.)
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the weak NFIB report is an indication of divergence in sentiment between large and small firms. (The more capital you
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have to withstand the downturn, the more optimistic you can afford to be. Just logical.)

Source: Oxford Economics

some updates on inflation.

• The NFIB report (above) points to higher consumer inflation ahead.
– Small business price plans:
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– Recent price changes vs. the CPI:
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Source: Mizuho Securities USA

– Adjusted selling prices vs. the core CPI:

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

• US market-based inflation expectations are hitting multi-year highs.
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• Not everyone is convinced that inflation will accelerate in the near-term. This chart compares the OECD’s US leading
indicator with the core CPI.

Source: @TCosterg

According to Moody’s Analytics, US renters owe some $57 billion in back rent, with a typical balance
of $5,600 (plus fees for late-payments). Lifting the eviction moratorium will be painful.

Source: @wolfofwolfst Read full article
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Ethereum hit a new high, substantially outpacing Bitcoin.

The total crypto market value now exceeds $1 trillion.
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Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus

According to Cambridge estimates, Bitcoin mining electricity usage is now on par with the total power
consumption of countries such as Argentina and Norway.

Source: Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance , h/t @jasonzweigwsj
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Copper futures hit the highest level since 2012.

The US homeownership rate:

Source: Mizuho Securities USA
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What did younger Americans do with their stimulus check?

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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US divorce rates:

Source: @business Read full article
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